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During the Miocene epoch, large crocodilians lived in a warmer
southern Maryland. Their fossilized remains are now found along
Calvert Cliffs. By providing a detailed annotated photographic atlas
of the skeleton of the living Alligator, this work, authored by George
F. Klein, will help identify the fossilized bony remains of
Thecachampsa - the marine crocodilian that shared its habitat with
the likes of megalodon.

This volume is now available as an open source
PDF at:
http://www.calvertmarinemuseum.com/276/CMM-Publications

☼

Print copies will also be available for sale.
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Big Crocodilians
Part I
George F. Klein
There have been some recent discoveries in
crocodilian paleontology and biology that I thought
would interest readers.
Ex Africa I
Earlier this year, a giant marine crocodile
was discovered in the Cretaceous deposits of Tunisia
(1), dated to about 120 million years before present.
The croc was discovered by the Italian paleontologist
Federico Fanti and his team, with the support of the
National Geographic Society. The crocodile is
named Machimosaurus rex and is a teleosaurid, a
true marine crocodile. At 31 ft. (9.6 meters) in length
and 3 tons in weight, it was among the largest
crocodiles ever.

Figure 1: The skull of Machimosaurus. I estimate
that its skull would be around 5.5 ft. in length.
Teleosaurids were previously thought to have
died off in the Jurassic, but apparently not; they
survived into the Cretaceous.
They were true marine crocs, spending all or
most of their life in the ocean. Judging from its
stocky, blunt teeth, Machimosaurus was probably a
generalist predator. Sea turtles were most likely
favored as prey by this huge animal.
Ex Africa II
Chris Brochu of the University of Iowa (Iowa
City) has been examining fossil crocodiles from
Africa. Much of what he has been examining was

originally excavated by Louis Leakey, the famous
paleoanthropologist and his team (2, 3) in the 1970s.
Brochu and Storrs (2) recently named a very
large crocodile found in the Turkana basin of Kenya.
They classified it as a “true” crocodile, that is, a
member of the genus Crocodylus. It far exceeds any
modern crocodile in size and may have been up to 28
feet in length. Named Crocodylus thorbjarnarsoni to
honor the recently deceased crocodilian biologist,
Dr. John Thorbjarnarson, it lived between 5 and 1.5
million years ago.
C. thorbjarnarsoni would have been the
largest carnivore in that particular fossil ecosystem
and would have definitely been a threat to early
human ancestors of the area. Homo habilis would
have been the most advanced human ancestor of that
time period, although australopithecines may have
also been present in the fossil ecosystem. However,
there is no direct evidence, such as crocodile bite
marks on hominid bones, that link C.
thorbjarnarsoni to attacks on H. sapiens ancestors.

Figure 2: C. thorbjarnarsoni, a modern Nile
Crocodile (Crocodylus niloticus), a human ancestor
and a modern human compared.
Another crocodile named by Brochu and
colleagues (3), Crocodylus anthropophagus, has
definitely been linked to attacks on early hominids.
Its name means “human eating crocodile”. Bite
marks have been found on fossil hominid bones,
possibly Homo habilis, from the famous Olduvai
Gorge location in Tanzania. C. anthropophagus was
probably not as large as C. thorbjarnarsoni,
however.
C. anthropophagus was not a large crocodile,
about 10 feet in overall length. What makes it
distinctive are prominent horn-like structures present
on the squamosal bone of the skull. It might have
looked similar to the living Cuban crocodile, shown
in Figure 3 below.
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Unfortunately, Lolong died in 2013 after a
typhoon struck this area of the Philippines. A
necropsy revealed that congestive heart failure
compounded by fungal pneumonia, lipidosis of the
liver and kidney failure. There was also damage to
some of his internal organs, probably caused by
resting on the hard concrete of his enclosure.
Essentially Lolong’s immune system was
compromised, and the temperature drop that
preceded the typhoon was probably the final straw.
Next Issue: Part II, Big Alligators
Figure 3: The extant Cuban crocodile, Crocodylus
rhombifer. Note horn-like projections behind the eye.

References
1) http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2016/01/
160111-ancient-crocodile-marine-largestpaleontology/

Lolong
In 2011, reports surfaced of a giant living salt
water crocodile (Crocodylus porosus) that was
captured in a remote village in the Philippines. Dr.
Adam Britton, a crocodile biologist from Australia,
travelled to the village and performed accurate
measurements on the crocodile. The animal named
Lolong, measured 20 feet 3 inches long and weighed
in at 2370 lbs!
The crocodile was named for Ernesto
“Lolong” Goloran Cañete, a noted Filipino crocodile
hunter, who died while in pursuit of the crocodile.
Lolong (the man) was not killed by the crocodile, but
died in his sleep one night during the pursuit. See
below for a photograph of Lolong after capture. The
people of the village deserve a lot of credit for not
killing the crocodile, as it was linked to the death of
a girl travelling by canoe to school.

2) Brochu, C. A. and G. W. Storrs “A Giant
Crocodile from the Plio-Pleistocene of
Kenya, the Phylogenetic Relationships of
Neogene African Crocodylines and the
Antiquity of Crocodylus in Africa” Journal of
Vertebrate Paleontology, Vol. 32 (3): p. 587,
May 2012
3) Brochu C. A. et al “A New Horned Crocodile
from the Plio-Pleistocene Hominid sites at
Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania” PLoS One Vol. 5
(2): e9333 February 2010

☼

4) http://crocodilian.blogspot.com/2013/05/what
-really-killed-lolong.html

3D Models of Vertebrate Skulls
If you like 3D models of vertebrate skulls,
vasculature, and endocasts, visit WitmerLab at:
http://www.ohio.edu/people/witmerl/3DVisualization.htm
Figure 4: Lolong after capture.

Submitted by D. Morgan ☼
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The Theology of the Situation is
this…
Editor’s Note: Fellow Vertebrate Paleontologist, Dr.
Peter Dodson (University of Pennsylvania)
composed the following in response to a series of
questions from a sincere Young Earth Creationist.
The individual wanted Dr. Dodson to analyze a
supposed hadrosaur bone for C14 and he predicted
that it would give a young age. I think it is a
wonderful example on how-best to respond. Dr.
Dodson’s comments were lightly edited and included
here with his permission.

Some vertebrae are very complex and have lots of
openings and processes and hollow spaces. Theropod
and sauropod vertebrae can be pretty distinctive.
Hadrosaur vertebrae are not very distinctive,
especially if they come from the middle or end of the
tail. If the neural spines and transverse processes are
lacking there is little distinctive. In the same region
of South Dakota where the fossil came from there
lived during the Ice Age large mammals such as
bison and mammoths. I would wonder, particularly if
the bones seem “unfossilized” as you described
them, if the vertebra came from an Ice Age mammal
instead of a hadrosaur. The other thing is that I know
that dinosaur bones exposed on the surface of the
ground can be a substrate for lichens. I have seen this
in Alberta. Now lichens are very slow-growing, and
can live for centuries or millennia. This could
conceivably be another source of carbon for a young
date.
I will tell you another interesting fact.
Paleontologists rarely if ever date bones themselves.
Instead the dates cited come from the rocks that
surround the bones. The best rocks are volcanic
ashes or, more rarely, lava flows. These volcanic
events record single events sharply differentiated in
time. The Hell Creek Formation is well dated by
rocks within, above and below it.
Are these dates potentially wrong? Perhaps,
but if so, why is anything in science correct? The
theology of the situation is this. God gave us brains
and expects us to use them. We do not praise God
with our ignorance. The servant who buried his
talent in the ground (Matthew 25: 18) was punished.
The Bible is not a book of science, any more than
Macbeth is a cook book for making newt soup. We
do not turn to the Bible to predict the weather, cure
cancer or understand the stars. God is not deceitful.
He did not “antique” the earth, which is to make it
appear ancient when it is not. Psalm 33 verse 4 tells
us “the works of the Lord are trustworthy.” This
means that when a scientist studies God’s work (i.e.,
all of Creation), she is not deceived. ☼

You asked a series of very pointed questions
about what conclusion I would draw if the
presumptive dinosaur sample showed a young age.
You in effect are asking if I would turn my back on
two centuries of hard-won paleontological
knowledge. In fairness I would have to ask you the
same question: would you abandon your faith in a
young earth if the sample came back negative? I
suspect that you would not do so, nor should you.
Did Jesus not say, "You shall not put the Lord your
God to the test?" (Matthew 4: 7). Although I am a
Christian who does not believe in a young earth, I
never try to impose my beliefs on those who do. I
have a very dear friend who is a Seventh Day
Adventist. She and I do not agree on the age of the
earth, but we both understand that this is not what
makes us Christians.
Let me try to reconstruct my thought process.
I accept the geological time scale as part of the
paradigm of science that I accept. I don't pick and
choose among the parts of science that I regard as
"safe" and those that are unsafe and unreliable. If the
sample came back young I would want to know why
it gave a young date. I would not be prepared to
throw out years of science on the basis of a single
“contradiction” any more than I suspect you would
be willing to abandon your faith, which I do not want
you to do.
Now I have never done any radiometric
dating myself. That belongs to another branch of
Superpod of Sperm Whales
geology or geochemistry in which I have no
expertise. If there were a young date I would enquire
http://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/photographingfurther. For example, I could tell almost nothing
a-superpod-of-sperm-whales
from the picture you sent. A vertebra is a vertebra.
☼
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Land Shark

"Just when you thought it was safe to weed the
garden..." Sculpture by Jeri Cuffley. Photo
submitted by J. Cuffley. ☼

11th–16th Century Gold Shark
Pendants from Panama

During a recent trip to the Metropolitan Museum of
Fine Art in New York City (The Met Fifth Avenue;
http://www.metmuseum.org/) I spied these two shark
pendants. The caption reads in part: “The creatures
most commonly depicted are those that are
dangerous or predatory—that bite, sting, or kill:
crocodiles, birds of prey, jaguars, sharks, and bats
among them.” Pendant length approximately 3
inches (~7.5 cm).

Megalodon Monroe

Pendant length approximately 4 inches (~10 cm).
Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼
Erin Baker sculpted this whimsical rendering of the
pelvic fins and claspers (i.e., male reproductive
organs) of a great white shark. A Birthday gift for J.
Cuffley… Photo submitted by J. Cuffley. ☼

T-rex Skull Found in Montana

http://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2016/08/21/tyrannosa
urus-rex-skull-found-orig-vstan-jnd.cnn
Submitted by D. Palmer. ☼
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CMM Shark-Bitten Coprolite
Ranks #1
http://alm.axiell.com/top-10-weirdest-specimensnatural-history-museums ☼

Miocene Urchin Preserves Spines

This extant common heart urchin (with spines intact)
was sampled on the Belgian Continental Shelf in
2000. This file is licensed under the Creative
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International
license. Attribution: © Hans Hillewaert. ☼
Two Echinocardium marylandiense; the heart
urchins from along Calvert Cliffs. CMMFC member
Mike Ellwood found and prepared these lovely
specimens and in so doing discovered that some of
their original spines were also preserved (below).

Echinocardium marylandiense, spines preserved.
Photos by S. Godfrey.

Whale Decomposing in the Surf

Photo of a humpback whale (Megaptera
novaeangliae) along Maryland’s Atlantic coast.
Courtesy of MD DNR. Submitted by A. Weschler.
Marine Mammal & Sea Turtle Stranding
Coordinator
TO REPORT A MARINE MAMMAL OR SEA
TURTLE STRANDING PLEASE CALL:
(443)-758-6607
NEW Office #: (443)258-6073
Email: Amanda.Weschler@maryland.gov
☼
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Seal Jaw
Editor’s Note: Mike Ellwood recently donated over
500 fossils from Calvert Cliffs to our permanent
collection!
The
majority
have
associated
stratigraphic and geographic data! A small crosssection is featured here.

Miocene Fish Scales in Coprolite

Lovely seal partial lower jaw with two very pointed
premolars.

Elongate Shark Vertebra

Most of the fossilized poop (i.e., coprolites)
found along Calvert Cliffs are attributed to the
extinct Miocene crocodiles (Thecachampsa spp.) that
once lived here. These coprolites are devoid of
bones, scales, and teeth because crocs have very
strong stomach acids, which dissolve these
vertebrate hard tissues.
However, from time to time, a coprolite is
found that suggests that it didn’t come from a
crocodile. Mike Ellwood recently found this
coprolite. It differs from those ascribed to crocs
because it is flattened, but more importantly, its
surface is covered by fish scales. This is the first
coprolite that I know of from Calvert Cliffs that
preserves fish scales. And I am hopeful that by
looking closely at these scales that we will be able to
figure out what kind of Miocene fish they came from,
even though that won’t tell us what kind of animal
ate the fish and made the poop.

Editor’s Note: The following comments were
provided by Dr. Bretton Kent.
Definitely a strange centrum because the foramina
are not centrally positioned along the anteriorposterior axis. My best guess would be a
pathological Carcharhinus. There is a wild card in
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all of this in that we know essentially nothing about
ray centra and this could be from a larger pelagic
ray, such as Aetobatus, Pteromylaeus or Mobula.
Since the centra of these rays have never been
figured, this is a possibility. Brett

created by unknown organisms. Photo by M.
Ellwood.

Miocene Sturgeon Scute

Catfish Neurocranium

This is a dorsal (i.e., top) view of most of the
neurocranium (i.e., that part of a fish skull that
houses the brain) of a Miocene catfish; possibly
Ictalurus countermani Lundberg & Luckenbill, 2012.
The front of the skull is towards the top of the page.
Notice that there are also some vertebrae in
articulation with the back of the braincase.

Curious Burrow Trace Fossil

Bone texture characteristic of sturgeon (Acipenser).
Sturgeon possess 5 rows of these scutes that extend
most of the length of their body (see the following
image). Hand by M. Baughman, photo by S. Godfrey.

http://www.tnfish.org/LakeSturgeonRestoration_TW
RA/Files/LakeSturgeon450_TWRA.gif
☼

Mysterious New Whale Species
Discovered in Alaska
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2016/07/newwhale-species/
This unusual block of matrix from Calvert Cliffs is
interpreted as a sand-infilled burrow complex

Submitted by D. Alves.
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Shark Bites another Shark
Clean in Half
http://www.outdoorhub.com/news/2016/06/28/video
-shark-bites-another-shark-clean-half/
☼

SharkFest 2016

John Nance (left), Mike Ellwood (center), and
Grenda Dennis (not figured) were eager to lay
shark-tooth-wisdom on anyone who would listen.
Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼

CMM Paleo Summer Interns

The Tidewater Dental-sponsored megalodon slide
was in high demand all day.

Jordan Lee, Noah Gill, Cecily Hein, and Amber
Hobbs help curate the CMM paleo collection. Photo
by S. Godfrey. ☼

See Whale Bones outside a Museum

Steve Grossman and his collection of fossil shark
teeth were as popular as ever.

http://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/10-placeswhere-you-can-see-whale-bones-outside-amuseum?utm_source=Boomtrain&utm_medium=em
ail&utm_campaign=20160819&bt_email=ginny.kric
un@gmail.com&bt_ts=1471614619263

Submitted by V. Kricun. ☼
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Paleontologist in the Making…

Summer Interns Jacket

From left to right: Ryan McKeeby, Amber Hobbs,
Cecily Hein, Donald Morgan, John Nance and
Noah Gill learn from John how to construct an
archival jacket to cradle these associated fossil
whale vertebrae from the Miocene St. Marys
Formation along Calvert Cliffs. Photo by S. Godfrey.
The National Museum of Natural History (The
Smithsonian) has an excellent online video on how
to
make
archival
jackets
at:
http://paleobiology.si.edu/jackets/index.html
☼
Belgian Vertebrate Paleontologist, Dr. Olivier
Lambert’s new-born son Felix Lambert dreams of
collecting amazing fossils. Photo submitted by O.
Lambert. ☼

Source: http://shaaark.com/shark-cartoon-260/
Submitted by J. Nance. ☼

Stromatolite

Terry Hammer found this possible stromatolite on
Knobley Mountain in West Virginia.
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Klipspringer Horn Sheath

Warning: …Not Toys or Sweets…

This horn sheath from a Klipspringer came to the
museum as part of a larger donation. Too bad it
wasn’t fossilized! This specimen was added to our
comparative osteology collection. Hand by M.
Baughman, photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Shark teeth for sale from a gumball machine in the
United Kingdom. Submitted by M. Ellwood. ☼
The klipspringer (Oreotragus oreotragus) is a small
antelope found in eastern and southern Africa. Photo
taken by MONGO - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=
31025324
☼

National Fossil Day

Archaeologists and Paleontologists
Experience Climate Change
http://wvtf.org/post/how-climate-changingchesapeake-bay-shorelines-archeologistspaleontologists
Submitted by Pamela A. D'Angelo
Correspondent; Chesapeake Bay
pamelaadangelo@gmail.com

For more information, visit:
http://nature.nps.gov/geology/nationalfossilday/☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Canadian Dinosaur Coins

http://www.mint.ca/store/coins/12-oz.-fine-silvercoloured-3coin-subscription-%E2%80%93-day-ofthe-dinosaurs-%E2%80%93-mintage-10000-2016prod2620635#.V7xSUk32Z9B ☼

Circulation in the Chesapeake Bay
http://www.chesapeakebay.net/discover/bayecosyste
m/physical
Submitted by J. Nance. ☼

Tooth in Coprolite Suggests
Extinct Shark Ate its Young

Canadian Dinosaur Stamps

https://www.canadapost.ca/web/en/blogs/announcem
ents/details.page?article=2016/05/26/predator_or_pr
ey_the&cattype=announcements&cat=newsreleases
☼

Walking Fish…
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/speaking-ofscience/wp/2016/07/07/the-little-mermaid-shouldhave-kept-her-tail-it-might-have-helped-fishwalk/?wpisrc=nl_science&wpmm=1
Submitted by D. Alves.

http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment37032656
Submitted by A. Alford.
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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No Shores at Western Shores!

St. Marys Formation Crabs

With the placement of 1000’s of granite boulders
along the cliffs at Western Shores, only short
sections of the original beach and cliffs are still
accessible in this Chesapeake Bay community. The
boulders make for a wonder-filled walk along the
beach. We are in desperate need of striking a
balance between whole-scale rip-rapping and open
natural beaches!

Swallowtail

Elizabeth Ferko found these lovely fossil crabs.
Many thanks to G. Dennis for bringing these to the
Editor’s attention. Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼

This Eastern tiger swallowtail (Papilio glaucus) was
imbibing water from the wet fossil-rich cliff face
(Shattuck Zone 14, Plum Point Member of the
Calvert Formation) at Western Shores. Hard to say
how long this habitat will remain until it too is riprapped… Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼

Eocene Fisher/Sullivan Site
Publication Available Online
https://www.dmme.virginia.gov/commercedocs/PUB
_152.pdf
Submitted by J. Nance. ☼
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Burrow Bonanza Collected

This heavily burrowed block of iron-indurated
sediment was found on the beach along Calvert
Cliffs. The organisms that created the burrows
(probably ghost shrimp; see following image)
tunneled into the firm gray clay. Their tunnels were
subsequently infilled with sandy sediments, which
eventually hardened and oxidized setting them in
stark contrast to the original gray clay. We hope to
be able to create a small exhibit to interpret these
burrows. Photo by S. Godfrey.

Extant bay ghost shrimp (Neotrypaea californiensis).
Image
from:
http://biology.fullerton.edu/biol317/im/s09/bc_3_09c
/mba_3_30_09-055_sm.jpg

Here (from left to right) Stephen Godfrey, John
Nance, Donald Morgan III, and Ryan McKeeby
heft the burrow trace fossil block into our rubber
dingy. Noah Gill and former CMM Director Doug
Alves also helped schlep the block from the beach to
the museum truck.
Photo by D. Alves.

Clusters of dark manganese nodules are often
associated with these trace fossils. Photo by S.
Godfrey.
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CALVERT MARINE MUSEUM
FOSSIL CLUB EVENTS
Saturday, September 17th, 2016. Fossil Club
meeting at 1:00 pm in the 3rd floor lounge followed
at 2 pm in the Harms Gallery by a sculpting
demonstration by Jeri Cuffley and Erin Baker on
how to use polymer clays. See examples of their
work on page 5 above. Their sculptural work has
appeared in several previous issues of The Ecphora.
Saturday, October 15th, 2016. Robert Ertman will
lead a trip to Douglas Point, not far above Purse
State Park. Meetup at 9:30, directions at signup.
There is a mile hike from the parking to the river but
collecting begins right at the river. Parking is limited
so the trip limit is my car and five more so please try
to
carpool.
Signup
by
email
(robertertman@msn.com ), the sooner the better.

(cypress from the Pleistocene, probably 1.5-2 million
years old). No special equipment is necessary; in
fact, you should leave your tools at home so that we
do not do anything to cause erosion on this no-till
farm. A cautionary note: it's unlikely but this is a
working farm and if the harvest isn't in, we'll have to
postpone the trip. Here's a link to a nice write up
about one of our trips to a nearby site:
http://viewsofthemahantango.blogspot.com/2011/08/
petrified-wood-from-delaware.html

Modern Freshwater Traces

Collecting will be similar to Purse State Park but
without the Turritella. For more info, visit this site:
http://www.blm.gov/style/medialib/blm/wo/Planning
_and_Renewable_Resources/coop_agencies/paleont
ology_library/paleo_publications.Par.20285.File.dat/
2008-Douglas-Pt-paleo-rpt.pdf
Saturday, November 5th, 2016. Stephen Godfrey
will lead a trip to Camp Canoy (Choptank and St.
Marys formations). Signup by Friday, November 4th
via email at: Godfresj@co.cal.md.us. Limited to 15
CMMFC members. Meet at the Calvert Marine
Museum at 10 am. We will car-pool to the site. Low
tide is at approximately 12:16 pm.
Saturday, November 19th, 2016. 12:00 PM –
Chestnut Cabin @ Scientists Cliffs – beach
walk/collecting, potluck lunch, meeting, and
presentation. Donald Morgan will be our guest
speaker. ☼
Extant freshwater invertebrate traces over wet sand
Saturday, November 26th, 2016. Odessa, DE. This
on a beach of the Great Sacandaga Reservoir in New
is a John Wolf Memorial Trip. Meetup 9:45-10:00
York State. I have no idea what kind of invertebrate
AM near Middletown, DE, details at signup (by
made
these
traces…suggestions/identifications
email by Thanksgiving, robertertman@msn.com ).
welcome! Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼
We’ll move on to the farm in Odessa to walk the
fields (soybeans this year) and collect petrified wood
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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The Ecphora is published four times a year
and is the official newsletter of the Calvert Marine
Museum Fossil Club. The Editor welcomes
contributions for possible inclusion in the
newsletter from any source. Submit articles, news
reports of interest to club members, field trip
reports, and/or noteworthy discoveries. All
opinions expressed in the newsletter are strictly those
of the authors and do not reflect the views of the club
or the museum as a whole. Copyright on items or
articles published in The Ecphora is held by
originating authors and may only be reproduced with
the written permission of the editor or of the
author(s) of any article contained within.
Editor’s Address:
Stephen Godfrey Ph.D.
Curator of Paleontology
Calvert Marine Museum
P.O. Box 97
Solomons, MD 20688
Godfresj@co.cal.md.us

Many thanks to John Nance for proofreading this
edition.
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